
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a scientist, engineering. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for scientist, engineering

Develop computational and structural models to investigate protein
homology and protein-protein interactions applying computational predictive
methods such as protein and antibody homology modeling, scaffold
engineering, ligand-receptor docking and/or antibody aggregation
Analyze large molecular datasets including transcriptomic, genomics and
proteomics data for basic research purposes using in silica molecular
modeling software and protein visualization software (e.g., Discovery Studio)
Engineer DNA and/or ligand binding proteins with biological specificity
Direct cross-functional team to develop machine learning algorithms for
improving protein function
Support discovery and development projects in the Health Sector
Drive efforts towards new technology platform development and pipeline
implementation
Develop biobricks and bio-circuitry for integration into the chicken genome
and the generation of transgenic chickens for functional evaluation
Contribute to team goals for the generation of specific genome engineered
chickens
Participate in regular team meetings and discussions with supervisor to set
and monitor progress and milestones
A doctorate and post-doctoral experience in a relevant discipline area, such
as biotechnology, molecular biology or cell biology
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Solid understanding of color spaces and color space transformations, high
level math, and human physiology
Good programming skills with Matlab (Or C/C++/python)
PhD degree in Protein Engineering/Structural Biology/Bioengineering with a
minimum of 7+ years relevant experience, preferably in industry
Publications in peer-reviewed journals demonstrating and achievements in the
antibody/protein engineering filed
Significant experience in display technologies and library design and
construction required
Experience and knowledge in molecular biology techniques to design,
construct and optimize expression vectors for targets (full-length, fragments,
mutants, fusion proteins), antibodies, and other proteins is required


